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MOOT PROBLEM

Indena is a secular country. It is a quasi fedral state with written constitution. It is a large country

with many religions. The country however has majority of population of Hinkri religion.

However there are followers of Muzzan religions as well. Muzzan religion is considered as a

religious minority in Indena. Indena being a secular country, has many Muzzan worshippers in

prominent position like IAS officers, MLAs, MPs, military, police etc.

Northwest of Indena there is a state named Melha. Touching the western border of the state of

Melha, there is a theocratic Muzzan country Named Jaaristaan. Considerable population of state

of Melha also worships Muzzan religion.

There are few fundamental groups of Muzzan religion who operate in Indena and hate the Hinkri

religion. They often resort to violent means such as bomb explosions, and other terrorist

activities. Mr. Aarus is considered as one such fundamentalist following the Muzzan religion and

is at prominent position of one such organization called Muraan. The role of this organization is

to convert the people of different religions into Muzzan. Mr. Aarus was a wanted criminal, as he

was alleged for taking active role in terrorist activities carried out in Indena.

The Organization Muraan had taken responsibility of bombing one of the main markets in the

capital of Indena which took place on 2nd February 2014. It was also responsible for opening

random fire in a school where 20 students were killed and nearly 50 were injured which took

place a week later. If the version of government of Indena is believed then Mr. Aarus had played

a vital role in carrying out these terrorist activities. The government also linked Mr. Aarus with

supplying the arms to various other fundamental organizations who wanted to carry terrorist

activities in Indena.

On 2nd March 2016 Mr. Aarus was arrested from an International airport of Tiran city capital of a

state Melha. Mr. Aarus was charged with the above crimes. The case was tried in appropriate

court in state of Melha.

Since the trial commenced it was covered by various news channels and newspapers. Extensive

debates were made. There were pages in various newspapers which were dedicated only to this



trial. Though the majority of the general public was in favour of execution of Mr. Aarus the

significant number of people backed by fundamentalist Muzzan organization opposed the death

sentence of Mr. Aarus and opined that eye for an eye was not an appropriate solution. In state of

Melha.

On 2nd May 2017 Mr. Aarus was convicted and was awarded death sentence. Mr. Aarus

immediately appealed in the High Court of Melha.

The High Court of Melha also confirmed the death sentence of Mr. Aarus on 3rd February 2018.

Mr Aarus appealed to Supreme Court of Indena which is still pending.

The trials of Mr. Aarus are still been reported on Television and in various newspapers.

“News Today” is a daily which is printed and circulated in the state of Melha. On 1st of July

2018 the paper published an interview of a religious preacher from Jaaristhan who stated that Mr.

Aarus is a preacher and a peace loving person, who is wrongly been convicted, and the haters of

Muzzan religion are behind this conspiracy.

This interview ignited the communal tensions in state of Melha. The Press Council of Indena

took the sue moto cognizance of this article and warned the editor of not indulging in publication

of any articles which may give rise to communal tensions.

On 16th July2018 another article was published by the same newspaper which stated that the

country Indena has been bit too harsh with Mr. Aarus, who is a religious preacher.

This time the state government came into action and banned the circulation of the daily “News

Today” till the case of Mr. Aarus was finally disposed off the Supreme Court of Indena.

The ban was challenged by the editors of the daily “News First” as a blatant and clear violation

of Fundamental rights. The state contended that the ban was necessary for restoration of public

order.

The matter is now in High Court of Melha for final hearing.

…………………………………………………………………………………..

The laws of Indena are similar to laws of India.



The constitution of Indena is on similar lines of Indian constitution

The press Council of Indena is similar to Press Council of India


